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Consider the class of retarded functional differential equations 
4t1 = f 64, (*I 
where x$(e) = x(l 4 @, -1 Q B Q 0, so X~EC = C([-LO], R-), and 
f E I = C’(C, R”). Let 2 Q Y Q w and give J the appropriate (Whitney) 
topology. Then the set off E S such that all fixed paints and all periodic solutions 
of (*) are hyperbolic is residual in X. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study generic properties of retarded functional differential 
equations (RFDE’s); specifically, we show that generically all periodic solutions 
of the RFDE in Rm 
+> = f(%) (*> 
are hyperbolic. Oliva [S] has considered the corresponding problem for fixed 
points of an RFDE defined on a compact manifold, and using his arguments 
this result is obtained for (*) when 1~: E R a. Oliva seems to have been the first 
to study RFDEls from such a generic qualitative point of view. In [9], he 
raises some very interesting questions in this spirit. 
The corresponding result for ODE’s and di@eomorphisms was first proved 
by Kupka 151 and Smale [14], although Markus [7] announces this result 
without proof. Peixoto [lo] simplified their proofs using an ingenious induction 
argument (which we also use). Studies of generic properties of second-order 
QDE’s and Hamiltonian systems have been made by Shahshahani [f3] and 
Robinson ,[ll], respectively. 
Following the saddle point theory for RFDE’s developed by Hale [Z, 31 
and Hale and Perello [4] one may consider the question of generic transversal 
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164 JOHN MALLET-PARET 
intersection of stable and unstable manifolds as was done by Kupka and Smale 
for ODE’s. Some technical modifications need to be made but generally the 
theory carries over. This program can also be carried out for certain types of 
difference-delay equations such as 
t?(t) = f(x(t), x(t - 1)). 
We shall treat these results, which were announced in {6], in subsequent papers. 
This paper is based on the author’s doctoral thesis, written under the direction 
of Professors Lawrence Markus and George Sell. We are most appreciative 
of their encouragement and assistance. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Most of the notational conventions of Hale [3] are followed. The phase 
space of (*) is the Banach space C = C([-1, 01, Rn) with the supremum 
norm 1 * I, and xt E C is defined by x,(6) = x(t + 8), 0 E [-1, 01. For r > 0 
a fixed integer, or r = co, we consider f in the space 
A “Whitney” topology [17] for 39 is given as follows. ,Let {E,, , c1 ,...} be an 
arbitrary sequence of positive numbers and set, if r < co, 
dv(r; Eg ) El )... ) = {f E 59 1 for each K, sup 1 Df ($)I < clc taken over all 
0 < j < r and # E C such that-m~~sl+(e)] 3 Iz}. 
A neighborhood basis for f. E 9?* is defined by the sets f. + N(Y; E,, , e1 ,...) 
where I(Q) is an arbitrary sequence. For Y = co, a neighborhood basis for f. 
is given by the sets f. + (N(rl ; c0 , c1 ,...) n 5?) where {EJ is an arbitrary 
sequence and rl > 0 is an arbitrary integer. (Thus the topology on Z^” is 
the weakest such that all inclusions Zw _C %^’ are continuous.) Observe that 
this topology is stronger than the uniform topology (say for Y < co). Our 
main interest is in proving a certain property of RFDE’s holds for a dense set 
off e%-‘T; thus the stronger the topology, the stronger the theorem. Let r 
be fixed from now on; for technical reasons (an application of Sard’s theorem) 
we assume 2 < Y < co. Define 6,: C + R*(N+l) by 
The map 6, will be important in constructing perturbations needed to prove 
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our result; for large N it will reduce problems in C to those in a finite-dimen- 
sional space. Thus, we will consider perturbations in 
697 = CUE X 1 f(4) = F(i$,,$) for some N and some 
FE Cr(Rrt(N+lJ, Ii”) of compact support). 
THEOREM 1.1. The above neig;hborhood basis dejkes a Eke topology on 5, 
that is, a countable intersection of open dense sets is dense. Also, ifJl , fi ,..., fJ E @’ 
are given, then the map RJ -+ S defined by 
is continuous. 
We omit the proof of this theorem as it is tedious but routine. 
For positive constants ol > 0, /3 > 0, let 
E = E(a, /3) = {I$ E C I / # j < a and Ep($) < PIa). 
Note that E is compact, and that any periodic solution x(t) of an RFDE must 
have xt E E for all t, for some 01 and ,R. Periodic solutions lying entirely within 
E(ol, fi) for fixed but arbitrary 01, /3 are first considered; then by taking a sequence 
of 01, j3 tending to infinity the analysis extends to all periodic ~solutions of (;k). 
Recall [J2 lo] that a fixed point of (*) is called simple if the spectrum of the 
infinitesimal generator of the linearized equation does not contain zero, and 
hyperbolic in case it contains no purely imaginary values. A nonconstant 
periodic solution is simple if the characteristic multiplier ,u = I is simple, 
and hyperbolic if in addition no other characteristic multipliers satisfy / p j = 1. 
Note that a solution of period T may be simple, but may not be simple when 
considered to have multiple period KT (i.e., if p = e2TjiiX, 1 &j < K - 1 
is a characteristic multiplier). The concept of hyperbolicity, however, is inde- 
pendent of period chosen. Following Peixoto [IO] and Abraham and Robbin 
[l], we set for any 01 > 0, p > 0, A > 0, with E = .&‘(a, /3), 
Y,(a) = (f E ~2” j all fixed points a E R* of (in) 
with j a / < 01 are simple), 
gl(a) = (f E 53” 1 all fixed points a E R@ of (x) 
with [ a 1 < 01 are hyperbolic}, 
~.&A, E) = (f~ 9Jti) I all nonconstant periodic 
solutions of (*) lying entirely in E, 
with period T E (0, A], have T as a simple period), 
50512512-2 
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ga(A, E) = {f e %~(oL) 1all nonconstant periodic 
solutions of (*) lying entirely in I$ 
with period T E (0, A], are hyperbolic}. 
Our object is to prove each of these sets is open and dense in 9”. Oliva [S] 
has done this for g1 and 9s) for RFDE’s defined on a compact manifold, 
where a slightly different topology on % was considered. In Section 2, openness 
of the above sets is demonstrated, and we include Oliva’s density proofs for 
completeness. In considering periodic solutions, we use the induction argument 
of Peixoto. In Sections 3 and 4 we show ‘S&38/2, E) is dense in 4,(A, E), 
while Section 5 is devoted to proving gez(A, E) is dense in 9&A, E). It is 
clear then that GYz(A, E) is dense in gz(B, E) for any B < A. By Theorem 
2.1(c), for anyfE 9,,(a) and any E = E(ol, @), there exists E > 0 and a neigh- 
borhood f~ JV such that JV C 9a(~, E). This means Sz(A, E) n JV is dense 
in JV for any A, and since f E 9,,(01) is arbitrary, it means gz(A, E) is dense 
in X. Since 9” is a Baire space, it follows that 
is residual, hence dense. Since any periodic solution of an RFDE lies entirely 
in E(N, N) for some N’, the following theorem holds. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let 2 < r < CO. Then the set ‘S2 off E ST such that all 
jxed points and all periodic solutions of (*) are hyperbolic is residual, hence dense. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
2. OPENNESS AND GENERIC FIXED POINTS 
We begin by considering questions of openness. In particular, the lower 
bound on the period in (c) starts the inductive argument. 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) go(a), 9J1(ol), 9&A, E), and Yz(A, E) aye all open. 
(b) If f E gI(ol) and A > 0, E = E(ol, /3) are given, then any f;xed point 
a E Rn, 1 a 1 < 01 of (*) is isolated (in C) fTom nonconstant orbits of period <A 
in E. 
(c) If f E CZJs(ti) and E = E(ol, p) is given, then there exist E > 0 and a 
neighborhood f e-4’” C go(a) such that for any g EN’, any nonconstant periodic 
solution of 3i(t) = g(& lying in E must have period >E. 
Proof. We begin by proving (a); in the course of the proof, it will become 
evident that (b) and (c) hold also, as almost the same arguments are used in 
their verification. 
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First the complements of gi(ol), j = 0 or 1, are shown to be closed. Take 
fm # ~&4 with, say, fm +.f ad fm’ +f’ uniformly on C. Then there are 
a, E R”, j a, / < 01, a, -+ a with a, a nonsimple ( j = 0) or nonhyperbolic 
(j = 1) fixed point of k’(t) = f(xJ. It follows that the characteristic functions 
[3] d,(h) Ef AI -fm’(a,) t?“’ converge uniformly on compact sets in the 
complex h plane to d(X) = hl -f’(a) eAO” By assumption, 
det A,(O) = 0 (j = 01, 
or (2.1) 
det A,(&) = 0 (i = 1) 
for some sequence p”m E.R, and from the estimates on the location of the eigen- 
values of a linear equation [S], {pm) must be a bounded sequence. Taking 
the limit in (2.1) yields det JO) = 0 or det d(&) = 0 for some ,u, hence 
f 4 gj(a). Thus Sj(a) is open. 
Now take fm $ ga,s(A, E) with fm -+ f, fm’ -+ f’ as before. There is thus a 
solution x”(t) satisfying 
of nonsimple period T, E: (0, A]. Moreover, for all t, 
I ~%>I < % I *“@)I < P 
so we may assume P(t) + x(t) uniformly on compact sets, where x(t) has 
period T* = limmW T, E [0, A] and is a solution of (*). Let K,: C -+ C 
be the linear operator defined by 
The nonzero spectral points o(K,) - (0) are the characteristic multipliers, 
and each is isolated and of finite multiplicity; in fact if T, > 1 then K;, is 
compact [3]. By assumption 1 E o(K,) has multiplicity greater than one. 
Consider also solutions of the limiting variational equation 
9(t) = f’(%)Yt * 
If y*” = y. = 4, by Gronwall’s inequality, we have on compact t intervals 
I y”(t) - y(t)1 d c, I # I, cm --f 0, 
hWN d C I 4 1, t >, 0 and bounded. 
Define K(T): C -+ C by 
K(Th = YT 7 T>O 
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(where we expect T to be a multiple of the period of X, or arbitrary if x(t) is 
constant). If N, is a sequence of positive integers (a constant sequence if T, 
is bounded away from zero) such that N,T, -+ T, > lj then 
1 Y:&,, -~~~l~(c,+/N,T,--TolC)l~l, 
hence 
K;m -+ K( T,) uniformly. 
Since 1 E a(K$) = O(&JNm has multiplicity greater than one, so does 
1 E o(K(T,)). Three cases now arise. 
(1) x(t) nonconstant, T* > 0. Here we may choose T, = NT* for any 
N > l/T*. For all such N, 1 E o(K(T,)) = u(K(~T*))~ has multiplicity greater 
than one, so 1 6 a(K(T*)) also does. Thus x(t) has a nonsimple period T* 
so f 6 ~s/dA> -7-9 
(2) x(t) = a (constant),+T* > 0. Here 1 E cr(K(T,)) for all T, = NT* > 1 
implies 1 E o(K( T*)), h ence R is not hyperbolic. Thusf$ ??r(1(01), so f 6 3&A, E). 
(3) x(t) = a (constant), T* = 0. Here To > 1 is arbitrary, and 
1 E a(K(T,)). Since K( T,) is a strongly continuous semigroup, it follows a is 
not simple. Thus f 4 go(a), so f$33,2(A, E). This shows 9&A, E) is open. 
The proof that g2(A, E) is open is similar, the only difference being that 
we replace the condition that 1 E o(K) has multiplicity greater than one with 
the condition that a(K) n (p j 1 p / i l} has multiplicity greater than one. 
To prove (b), argue as in (2) and (3), using the fact that 1 is always a charac- 
teristic multiplier, and to prove (c), argue as in (3). 
The next theorem, concerning generic fixed points, is due to Oliva [S] 
(although a slightly different topology is used). We include it for completeness. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Oliva). $!?,,(a) is dense in 25. gl(ol) is dense in go(a), and hence 
in 6. Thus gl = nz=, Yl(N) is residual. 
Proof. Any f E 9’ gives rise to f~ C’(R*, RR”) where f is the restriction 
to the constant functions in C. For a fixed point a E Rn of (*), letting [3] 
f’(a)+ = JT1 d,(e) $(e) and A(A) = AZ - sy., &(0) ehe, then d(0) = -SF1 dq(0). 
It is easy to see that .4(O) = ;f’(a) is th e n x n matrix derivative of -J Thus 
f~ g,,(a) iff 0 is a regular value of j restricted to the ball / a / < 01, that is, 
iff f(u) = 0, / a 1 < a: e f’(a) is nonsingular. By Sard’s theorem [12], the set 
of nonregular values of J has measure zero, so there are regular values E E R” 
arbitrarily near zero. Letting G: R” -+ R be Cm with compact support, and 
G(a) = 1 for / a j < 01, we see 
g(4) = f (4) - l w)) 
satisfies g = f - EG and hence is in gO(ol). 
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To show PI(a) is dense in $?,,(a), take fe go(a). Each zero a off in j a 1 < iy. 
is isolated, and persists under small perturbations of f. Moreover, no new 
zeros appear in 1 a: 1 < 01~ for a1 slightly Iarger than 01. We consider then a 
particular j(u) = 0, say a = 0, and perturb locally around it. Let N: P x 
P -+ P be Cm with compact support, H(0, 0) = 0 with DH(0, 0) = (0,I) 
at the origin. For E E R and I: C -+ R” a linear map to be chosen, set 
&I = f(4 + +#m W))~ 
If 2 remains bounded (in the operator norm) as E -+ 0, then g is near f in 3. 
Clearly 
g(O) = 0, 
g’(0) = f’(0) + 4. 
Letting d(h) = Al -f’(O) e”’ and d,(X) = hl -g’(O) &, it suffices to have 
d,(A) = d(X + G) f or some small E, where d(h) has no zeros on Be h = E 
(and such is the case for all small E f 0). But this holds if 
AI -f ‘(0) eA. - d(e”‘) = (A + E)I -f’(O) e’\.c?F 
and in particular if 
Since 1 is bounded as E + 0, 0 is a hyperbolic fixed point of the perturbed 
equation, Thus Sr(a) is dense in g,,(a). 
3. $,(A,E)n Fa,,(3A/2,E) Is DENSE IN 9,(A,E) 
Fix f E %:,(A, E) and consider g, ,..., g, E GY. Let 
for 7j = (7 r ,. .., TV) E RJ. In order to prove the title of this section, it is suRicient 
by Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 to find (for f given) suitable {gj> such that fn e 
gs&3A2/2, E) for some values of 7 arbitrarily near zero. Let x(t, (6, q> be the 
solution to 
and set 
3’(q) = ((t, #) 1 E < t < 3A/2,$ is not constant, X&&T) E E 
for all s E [O, 3A/2J, and R(t, +, r)) = 0). 
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Here E is the lower bound on the period given by Theorem 2.1(c), and we 
always restrict 7 to a neighborhood of zero such that f, E N n 2Y2(A, E). 
The theorems of continuous dependence on parameters, and maximal interval 
of existence of solutions [3] imply that the domain of R is open in [0, 00) x 
C x RJ. Moreover, we note the differentiability properties of A, the proofs 
of which are essentially in Stokes [16]. Namely, 
(1) for t fixed, R is CT (Frechet) differentiable in ($, q), 
(2) for t > m, R is Cmintnzsr) in (t, 4, v), and 
(3) the derivative DR(t, 4, q)(s, #, a), as a linear operator R x C x 
RJ + C applied to (s, 4, u), is given by the usual variational equations. 
The lack of differentiability noted in (2) (say for 0 < t < 1) results because 
W@ %(d> 4 = GA 17) ma no exist if # is not Cl; the derivative does exist Y t 
if + E Ci (in particular if we have a periodic solution), but DR may not be 
defined in an open neighborhood of such a (t, 4,~). For this reason the map 
is introduced to get differentiability so that the implicit function theorem 
may be used. We shall require that DR be surjective, on certain periodic orbits, 
and then show in Lemma 3.4 that appropriate (gj} exist to satisfy this require- 
ment. This is roughly the approach of Abraham and Robbin [I], where R 
is called a representation. Thus assume (gj} are fixed, but arbitrary. Note, 
finally, that by Theorem 2.1(b), each F(q) is a compact set and varies upper 
semicontinuously in 7. 
Let a nonconstant solution of period <A, in E, be given; specifically, let 
R(t*, $*, 0) = 0 for some (t*, #*) EF(0). 
Define linear operators r, I’,: RJ -+ C, K, KN: C + C by 
I’ = Q+(+*, O), J’N = Q~~t4~*, 01, 
K = DP&” 01, KN = Da,v4~*, 01, 
D denoting FrCchet derivative with respect to the indicated arguments. 
We have then 
DR(t*, $*, O)(s, #, a) = d*s + (K - I)# + I’u. (3.1) 
In particular, the formulas for l-’ and K are 
Y(t) = f’(%)Yt + &t), Yo = 0, (3.2) 
ra = yt%, where g = C ojgj , (3.3) 
j=l 
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At) = f’G4Yt I (3.4) 
KY, = Yt* 7 (3.5) 
where x(t) is the periodic solution through #*. 
The following lemmas relate the derivatives of R and RN, and describe 
(locally) the structure of the periodic solutions in (0, 03) x C x RJ. Lemmas 
3.3 and 3.4 are crucial in making the inductive step from period A to M/2. 
LEMMA 3.1. TN = (CL;’ Ki)r and K, = KN. Also, KC+&* = 4 *. 
LEMMA 3.2. DR,(t*, +*, 0) = (Cyr,’ KS) DR(t*, (p*, 0). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let DR(t*, (b*, 0) be surjective. Then there is a neighborhood 
(t”, $*: 0) E ?iY C (0, cm) x C x RJ 
such that 
M = R-l(O) n % 
is a C2 manifold. At each point (t, 4,~) E M, DR(t, 4,~) is swjective, aad the 
tangent space of iM is the null space of DR(t, 4,~). 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) Let t* be a simple period. Then DR(t*, (b*, 0) is surjective 
fey any choice of(g& 
(b) Let t* be the least pekod of the solution through $*. Then there exist 
g, ,..., gJ E g such that DR(t*, #J*, 0) is surjective. 
We discuss the significance of these lemmas before giving their proof. For 
any (t, 4) EF(O), either (1) t is a simple period of the solution through 4, or 
(2) t is a nonsimple period, in which case f E 9&A, I?) forces t E [A, 3A/2] 
to be the least period. 
In either case, Lemma 3.4 assures there are & ,..., &E g(, depending, of 
course, on (t, +), such that DR is surjective in a neighborhood %(t, $9 C 
(0, m) x C x RJ of (t, 4, 0). The neighborhoods 
are seen to cover F(0) so a finite subcover correspanding to points {(tz , &)Jt,, 6 
F(0) may be extracted. For each of the points (c, , 4,) we have already chosen 
Qkz ,...f L%z),zl C gJ, so let 
L 
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With this choice of (gj), from Lemma 3.3 we may clearly conclude the 
following. 
For each (t, +) EF(O), DR(t, 4, 0) is surjective. There is thus a neighborhood 
F(0) x (O}C@_c(O, co) x c x RJ 
such that 
M = R-l(O) A % 
is a C2 manifold. At each point (t, 4,~) E M, DR(t, 4,~) is suvjective, and the 
tangent space of M is the null space of DR(t, $, 9). By upper semicontinuity, 
we have for small 7 
F(7) x +I> c 92. (3.6) 
Consider the projection V: M -+ RJ by z-(t, 4,~) = 7. By Sard’s theorem 
the set of regular values of v form a residual set in RJ; in particular, there are 
regular values arbitrarily near zero. If q is such a value satisfying (3.6) also, 
it will follow that f, E 9S,2(3A/2, E). Th is implies the inductive step is accom- 
plished: 
THEOREM 3.1. 9Y2(A, E) n 59&3A/2, E) is dense in Y2(A, E). 
The proofs of the above lemmas, as well as the verification of claims in the 
above paragraph leading to Theorem 3.1, are the subject of the next section. 
4. DETAILS OF PROOFS 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The first equation is proved by induction, so assume 
TN-, = (Cr=i2 .P)r. For all nonnegative s, t, 
%+sb?i 7) = %Mh 7hd 
where defined, since x is the solution map. Recalling that x is smooth in ($, T), 
differentiation with respect to 7 yields 
DP,,($, 4 = D~4W, 4, I)) D~~s(A 4 
+ 4~tMA d, 4. 
Setting t = it*, s = (N - l)t*, 7 = 0, 4 = 4” gives 
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as required. The induction is complete since trivially I’, = J’. The second 
formula is easy. Letting x(t) = x(t, (p*, 0) be the periodic solution, then with y 
as in (3.4), (3.5), KNyO = yN1* which implies KN = RN. It is also clear that 
Kg* z.zz Q*. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We have for (s, #I, CT) E R x C x RJ, 
DW”, +*, OX% $9 4 = ((44 44*, 0) It=t*)S + (K - QJJ + ru 
= fj*s + (K- I)Qh + ru 
and 
proving the lemma. 
Several technical facts are needed before proving Lemma 3.3. Working at a 
periodic solution at which DR is surjective (say (t*, $*, 0)) consider 
null(DR) = {(s, #, u) E R x C x RJ 1 d*s + (K - I)$ + I’u = 0}, 
null(h) = {(s, $, 0) E R x C x RJ 1 J*.Y + (K -I)z,b = 0}, 
range(D?r) = (q E RJ 1 (8% + (K - I)# + I’u = 0 for some (6, $I) E R x C>, 
where 71 is the map defined in Section 3. We must show (1) null(DR) is finite 
dimensional, in order that it have a closed complement so the implicit function 
theorem can be applied [l], and (2) D?T has Fredholm index 1, that is 
dim null( Drr) - codim range( Dr) = 1, 
which is needed to apply Sard’s theorem. To this end, let P and Q, P + Q = 1, 
be the usual spectral projections onto K-invariant subspaces, where .K - I 
is nilpotent on the finite-dimensional P space, and has an inverse L on the 
Q space (since some power of K is compact [3]). Note that P$* = d*. The 
defining equations for null (DR) are seen to be 
cj*s+(K-I)Pt,b+PI%=O, (4.1) 
Q# = -LQI’u. (4.2) 
In (4-l), (421, the only independent parameters are s, P#, and (r, which are 
all finite dimensional, showing null(DR) is finite dimensional. The proof 
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of the second assertion proceeds along similar lines; in particular, the com- 
putation of #dimension and codimension reduces to a study of the finite-dimen- 
sional equation (4.1) and thus is an exercise in linear algebra. We do not render 
the proof here, but do remark that it uses the surjectivity of (s, P+, CT) 4 
f$*s + (K -1) P* + Pro. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Choose positive integers NI , Na satisfying (1) Nj > 
2/t*, (2) the greatest common divisor of NI and N, is one, and (3) ezaiklN3 4 o(K) 
for all 0 < k < N3 where Na = NrNa . 
Such integers exist since o(K) has only finitely many points of norm one. 
From (3), zero is not in the spectrum of CyL,’ Ki for j = 1,2, 3, hence this 
operator is an isomorphism, so by Lemma 3.2, DR,,(t*, $*, 0) is surjective. 
Moreover, 
null DRN,(t*, $J*, 0) = null DR(t*, $*, 0) (4.3) 
is finite dimensional; so it has a closed complement, and (1) implies RNj is 
Ca at (t*, (6*, 0). Thus by the implicit function theorem there is a neighborhood 
9% of (t*, +*, 0) such that 
Mj = R-,1;(0) n % 
is a C2 manifold. At each (t, 4, r]) E Mj , 
DR,(t, 4, r)) is surjective, and 
the tangent space of Mi is null DR,,(t, q3, 7). 
Any solution of period Njt (j = 1,2) is also of period Nat, so 
(4.4) 
-MjCMsy j = 1,2. (4.5) 
Further, the tangent space of Mj at (t*, 4*, 0) is independent of j = 1,2, 3 
(4.3) so (4.5) means in fact 
Ml = M2 = MS sf M,, 
(after possibly making % smaller). Clearly R-l(O) n @ C IV&, . But any 
(t, +, 7) E M,, represents a solution of period N,t and also N,t, and by (2) this 
forces it to have period t; that is, to lie on R-l(O) n a. Thus 
R-l(O) n % = MO 
is a manifold. 
For points (t, 4, r]) EM,, , DgNjt(+, 7) = (QA(~, ~))“i is near KNj (since 
Njt > 1) so 4W9> 4) contains no Nrth roots of unity other than 1. 
For points (t, 4,~) E M,, , DpNlt(+, 7) = (Dgq(+, T))~I is near KN1 (since 
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N,t > 1). This and (2) are easily seen to imply CzL” (Obs(+, q))i is an iso- 
morphism, provided %! is small enough. Thus by Lemma 3.2 (at (t, +I 7)) and 
(4.4), the assertions about surjectivity and tangent space are proved. 
Before proving Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1, we give two lemmas which 
describe the construction of {g$}. We also state Sard’s theorem in a form due 
to Smale. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x(t) satisfy (*) and have least period t* > 0. Then fog 
large N, t -+ aNxt injectively immerses the circle Rlt*Z into Rn(Nfl). Hence 
for such N, given y: R --t Rn of class CT and t* periodic, there exists g E GF with 
y(t) = &t)* 
Proof. If not true, then there are large N such that either (1) the map 
fails to be an injection, that is, there are tr + f, (mod t*), depending on N, with 
x(tl - h/N) = x(t, - h/N) for all 0 < K < N, (4.6) 
or (2) it fails to be an immersion, so there is t = t(N) with 
1Sf& = 0, 
that is, 
n(t - h/N) for all 0 < .& < N. (4.7) 
Take convergent subsequences tj(N) -+ TV , or t(N) -+ T; also, for any 0 E [--I, 01, 
there is a sequence --K/N + 6. If (1) holds and 71 $ r2 (mod t*), the limit 
in (4.6) yields X(Tl + 8) = x(~s + e), hence xT1 = x,%, a contradiction. If 
or = -r2 (mod t”), take the limit 
0 = (tl - t,)-l[x(t, - h/N) - x(t, - h/N)] 4 ie(T1 + 8) 
implying 3iT1 = 0, a contradiction, since x is nonconstant. If (2) holds, then 
the limit in (4.7) also gives $ = 0. Thus one may define G on the image 
(6,x, j t E R), then extend to all of R nw+l) to give y(t) = G(SNXt) = g(x,). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x(t) be as in Lemma 4.1, and x: c-1, t*] -+ R” contintious, 
satisfying x,, = 0. Then given E > 0, there exists g E GY such that if y is the so&&z 
of (3.2), then 
Proof. Begin by choosing a uniform ~12 approximation y* to z on f-1, r*j 
such that ya* = 0 and y* is Cl. Define y*(t) by 
9*(t) = f ‘(Xt)Yt” + y’“(t). 
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Now let y(t) be Cr and t* periodic and y(t) be such that 
Choosing y sufficiently close to y* in U[O, t*], it follows by the variation of 
constants formula [3] that y is uniformly near y* on [-1, t*] and hence (4.8). 
Thus choose g E Y by Lemma 4.1 so that y(t) = g(x,). 
The following formulation of Sard’s theorem is due to Smale [I, 151; its 
advantage in our situation is that the degree of differentiability required depends 
only on the Fredholm index of the map, not on the dimensions of the manifolds 
(which may be large). 
SARD’S THEOREM. Let MI and M2 be separable Banach manifolds of class CT, 
Y > 1, and F: MI -+ M2 also Cr. Suppose fw all x E aI , DF(x) is a Fredholm 
map with index satisfying 
dim null(DF(x)) - codim range(DF(x)) < Y. 
Then the set of regular values y E M2 (that is, points satisfring f (x) = y * Df (x) 
is surjective) is residual in M, . 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Recall the formula (3.1) for DR(t*, $*, 0). 
(a) If t* is a simple period, it is immediate that (s, #) -+ $*s + (K - I)# 
is surjective. 
(b) Suppose first that t* > 1. Since K is compact, K - I has finite 
codimensional range in C, so there is a basis f1 ,..., & for a complement of 
the range. Consider a particular t = & and let x: [-1, t*] -+ R” be continuous 
satisfying z, = 0, a+* = ,$ (this can be done since t* > 1). By Lemma 4.2 
there exists g E Y so that (3.2), (4.8) holds. But then with gj = g we have 
I(+3q,) R(t*, $*, 0) - I I = I it* - it* I < 6, 
so for E small, this choice of {gi} proves the lemma. 
Now suppose 0 < t* < 1 and consider the problem 
(K--)#+ru=f P-9) 
for k E C given. If (4.9) can be solved for any t, then DR(t*, $*, 0) is certainly 
surjective. Since ru satisfies (3.2), (3.3), then (4.9) is equivalent to 
-1 < e < -t*, (4.10) 
-if” < e < 0. (4.11) 
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Now K satisfies (3.4), (3.5) so (4.10) becomes 
Ili(t* + 0) - WQ = @), -1 < 6 < -t”. (4.12) 
The general solution of (4.12) is $ = &, + $i where &, is a particular solution 
and $I E C has period t*. With &, fixed, then (4.11) becomes 
f(K - I)#1 i q(e) = tyq> -t* < I9 < 0, 
where t1 = f - (K -I)&, . We claim that the subspace 
1;’ = ((K - I)& jfVt*,al / & is t* periodic] 
has finite codimension in 
co = (4 E C([-t*, 01, P) 1 g--t*> =01. 
If this is shown, then by taking a basis for a linear complement and using 
Lemma 4.2 as in the case SF > 1, and by noting that ti(-t*) = 0, it follows 
(we omit’ the proof of this) that there exist g, ,..., gj E Y such that 
v + w = C([-t*, 01, IF), 
‘W = {I-u I[-t*,(g 1 u E I?), 
and hence (4.9) can be solved. 
To show V has finite codimension in C, , let 
the space of t*-periodic functions, and L: C, + C([-t*, 01, An) by 
the constant function. Then V consists of al1 
where $A, E C, . Since (K --L) j~-~*,~l is compact (for the same reason K is 
when t” > 1) and (L -I) Ic-~*,,,J is an isomorphism identifying C, and C, ) 
it follows that V has finite &dimension in C,, . 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We have already noted that the index af D?T is I, 
so since we are assuming r > 2, M is a C2 manifold and Sard’s theorem may 
be applied to rr as described previously. All that remains is to show that 
f, E 6,,,(3Aj2, E) whenever r] is a regular value satisfying (3.6). $or such qV 
any solution of 2(t) = f,(xJ of p eriod <3R/2, lying in E, must correspond 
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to a point (t, 4,~) EM. At points of M, DR is surjective. Since 7 is a regular 
value of r, however, 
MC A 4: nWW, 6 4) -+ RJ 
is also surjective, and it is easy to see this implies 
(~2 +I - DW, 4, $0, ho) (4.13) 
is surjective. But surjectivity of (4.13) simply means t is a simple period, proving 
the theorem. 
5. ~&l, E) IS DENSE IN ~&A, E) 
Fix f~ 9&A, E) and consider the set of periodic solutions of (*) of period 
<A, lying in E. Each such solution is simple, and, by a theorem of Halanay 
and Hale [2], must be isolated (in C) from nearby solutions of nearby period; 
in fact, under a small Cl perturbation off, the orbit of the periodic solution 
and its simple period T move continuously, and remain simple. Now although 
Halanay and Hale assume the period is greater than the delay, T > 1, this 
is not really necessary. If Nr and Na are chosen as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 
(with T replacing t*, and o(K) the set of characteristic multipliers) then since 
N,T is a simple period (j = 1, 2, 3) greater than one, there is a unique orbit 
I’j of period near N,T moving continuously under the perturbation; but the 
orbit of period near NIT also has period near N,N,T = N,T, and similarly 
with N,T, implying 
Since the greatest common divisor of Nr and N, is one, it follows that the 
period of r is near T and moves continuously. 
By the compactness of E, then, and above remarks, there are only finitely 
many periodic solutions of (*) of period <A lying in E, the solutions move 
continuously under perturbations, and no new ones appear. Thus to prove 
the title of this section, it is sufficient to make a small perturbation in a neigh- 
borhood of each solution. We concentrate on a particular T-periodic solution 
x(t) of (*), T < A, and without loss of generality, T is the least period. 
Consider then a perturbation f + g, with g small, such that x(t) still satisfies 
the perturbed equation 
3i”(t) = f(%> +gb4 (5.1) 
but is a hyperbolic solution of this RFDE. In order that (5.1) hold we must have 
g@t> = 0, t E R, (5.2) 
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and to ensures that x(t) is hyperbolic, the perturbation must force all charac- 
teristic multipliers of norm one (except the trivial one p = 1) off the unit 
circle. Let then (yj(t)>i”,r be solutions of the unperturbed variational equation 
(3.4) such that {y() forms a basis for the generalized eigenspace corresponding 
to all multipliers p with / ,u j = 1. Without loss of generality, y”(t) = z?(t). 
Letting Y(t) be the n x d matrix 
W) = (y’(%..,yd(t)) 
then by Hale [3] there is a d x d matrix M all of whose eigenvalues are on 
the unit circle such that 
Y(t + T) = Y(t)M. 
The periodicity of y’(t) implies 
Me, = e, , e, = col(1, O,..., 0). 
Now consider Y*(t) near Y(t) ( in a sense to be made precise below) where 
Y*(t + T) = Y”(t)M*, (5.3) 
Y*(t)e, = Y(t),, so M*e, = e, , (5.4) 
and M* has no eigenvalues except the trivial one (5.4) on the unit circle. It is 
sufficient for g to satisfy (5.2) and for Y*(t) to satisfy the perturbed variational 
equation 
9(t) = WY%) + g’WlYt 65) 
to make x(t) hyperbolic. To accomplish this, consider g E CF, say g(4) = G(S,#). 
Recalling that t -+ 6,x, is an injective immersion of RITZ whose image is a 
circle 9, then (5.2) is equivalent to requiring that G vanish on Sl-. That Y*(t) 
satisfy (5.5) will be shown to be equivalent to requiring G to have prescribed 
normal derivatives on 9. 
To define Y*(t), without loss of generality suppose the choice of basis (yj(t)> 
is such that N is in block diagonal form 
Mzl+E ’ 
( 1 0 n/r,’ 
E= 
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so the first block of M corresponds to the generalized eigenspace of the eigen- 
vector e, . With all blocks the same size as above let 
S = diag(O, 1, l,..., l), 
ln(I + E) = f ((-l)“+r/m) E” 
m=1 
and set for E small 
y*(t) = y(t) e-EPte-Qte(Q+dZ)t. 
By considering the two blocks in the diagonal separately, it is not difficult 
to show (5.3), where 
M* = e-ePTe(Q+rR)Te-QT~ 
=( 
eln(l+E)+cST 0 
0 eeETMl ) 
has the properties required above. When E = 0, clearly Y*(t) = Y(t) and 
M” = M. 
Now in order that Y*(t) satisfy (5.5), it is necessary and sufficient that 
g’(x,) Yt* = u*(t) -f’(q) Yt* 
= Y*(t) - F(t) - f’(+)(Yt* - Y,) (54 
Ef Z(t). 
If g(4) = G(S,.&), then (5.6) is equivalent to 




Y*(t - l/N) c : Y*(t’- 1) 1. 
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Note the sizes of these matrices: H is n x n(N + l), &Ii’* is n(N + 1) x 12; 
and 2 is n x d. One expects that for N large (5.7) is an underdetermined 
system where H(t) is the unknown This is indeed the case, and with the following 
lemma at hand a particular solution of (5.7) is considered. 
LEMMA 5.1. For N large, and E (in the dejkition of Y*) neay zero, all d 
c&mm of 8,Y,* are linearly independelzt, for all t G R. 
Proof. It is sufficient to restrict t E [0, T] since 
~NY,*,T = (w,*) M”, (5.8) 
and M* is nonsingular. If the lemma is not true then for an increasing sequence 
N + 00, there are t = t(N) E [0, TJ, E = c(N) -+ 0, and a unit d vector 
ZI = v(N) with (&Y,*)v = 0, that is, 
Y*(t - k/N)w = 0 for all 0 < K < IV. (5.9) 
Letting, as before, Kjlv approach an arbitrary 0 E t-1, 0], and taking the 
limit in (5.9) where t -+ +r, E -+ 0, v --t 20 # 0, we have Y(’ + 8)~ = 0, 
that is, 
Y,w = 0. (5.10) 
But (5.10) contradicts the linear independence of (~7~1. 
Naw we may single out a particular solution H(t) of (5.7), namely, the one 
obtained by right multiplying by the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse 
of r;,yt* 
p,yt*)+ = E(s,y,*)'(s,y,*)l-'(s,y,*)', 
where ’ denotes transpose. This inverse is well defined by the previous lemma. 
The solution is thus 
H(t) = W)(S,Y,*)+, (5.11) 
and is T periodic, since (5.8) and Z(t + T) = Z(t)n/r* cause all the M*‘s to 
cancel. Moreover, it is consistent with the requirement that G@,x,) = 0 since 
(d/dt) G&x,) = H(t) S,$ = H(t)(G,Y,*)e, 
= Z(t)e, = 0 
by (5.4). To summarize our position then, let N be large (but fixed) so that 
t -+ 6,x, is an injective immersion and Lemma 5.1 holds. We seek 6: Rs(N+l) -+ 
R”, CT of compact support, and small, as E + 0 so that G vanishes on the 
circle 9 and has normal derivatives there prescribed by (5.11). 
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Such a G can be constructed by choosing a local tubular coordinate system 
(Ul f u2 >.-*, %n), m = n(N + l), around S, with 9 corresponding to {ua = 
*-. = u - 0} and ur of period T. In the case where the smoothness r < co, 
a bit o?tiuble arises. Since f is CT, by (5.6) and (Lll), Z(t) and thus H(t) 
are only CT-l and small as E ---f 0; thus in the u coordinates we seek 
G(u, , u2 ,.. ., u,), where 
G(u 1 ) 0 )...) 0) = 0, 
2 (ur , O,..., 0) = y3(u1) = given of class P-r and small, (5.10) 
G = CT and small. 
Clearly it is not sufficient to extend G linearly in the normal directions; i.e., 
G(u, , ~2 >..., %> = f w&4 
j=2 
(5.13) 
then multiply by a Cm bump function 0 of compact support which is 1 near 9, 
since 8G/aqT may not exist. Instead of (5.13), integral averaging is necessary 
to recover the extra degree of smoothness. Specifically, let p: [0, co) + R be 
Cm with compact support, with p(v) = 1 for ZJ E [0, I], and set 
By differentiating r - 1 times with respect to ur , substituting w = u1 + VU~ ,
and differentiating once more with respect to u1 it is seen that FG/au,r exists and 
- z2 (l/z+) fin r:-%J> P’((rJ - %)/%) dw 
It is a simple matter, in fact, to show G satisfies (5.12). After multiplying by 
the bump function c+, the construction of G, and thus g, is complete. Hence 
the following theorem holds. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Y&4, E) is deme in CY3,&4, E). 
By the remarks, then, in Section 1, it follows that the Main Theorem stated 
there is proved. 
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